Our Promise to You
TaskKlock’s Promise

Advantage to Workers

Advantage to Business

TaskKlock is based on realtime data, not end-of-pay
period guesswork.

Line workers don’t have to feel
guilty about making up times.
Admin workers don’t have to
harass line workers for
completed time cards.

Your people spend more time
on productive work, while you
get more accurate information.

We will continue our tradition
of refining TaskKlock and
making it more user friendly.

Use a proven management tool
and not a frustrating puzzle.

Spend your time building your
business, not trying to become
a software wizard.

TaskKlock gives you job
specific labor and material
information.

Workers are aware that their
actions have cost implications.

Your bids will generate more
profit.

TaskKlock gives immediate
objective worker performance
information.

Workers can compare their
actual hours to bids and
understand their role in the
company.

You have an objective tool for
rewarding and coaching
workers.

TaskKlock demonstrates that
worker effort is linked directly
to the bottom line.

Workers are likely to move
from task to task without down
time between productive tasks.

Workers spend more time on
billable tasks and develop ways
to streamline non-billable
tasks.

Free up your time to focus on
strategic business decisions.

Workers can self-manage their
time and prioritize jobs without
your constant oversight.

You spend less time wondering
what your employees are
doing, and more time on those
important projects.

We design the software for
ease of use.

Workers quickly adopt and feel
comfortable entering accurate
information into an ATM-like
touch screen.

Job cost information is
gathered accurately with
minimal disruption to your
operation. Maximize worker
time on billable projects.

TaskKlock has no hidden,
recurring costs.

Workers don’t have to worry
about asking for support since
technical support is free.

It’s easy to amortize your
investment in TaskKlock. You
receive free, high quality
support to keep your business
running smoothly.

We will preload your
information into TaskKlock.

Reduced setup hassles and
easier training.

Lower setup costs. We do it so
you don’t have to. Immediate,
accurate job cost information
to help manage the
profitability of your business.

TaskKlock provides complete
training for administrative
staff.

Your staff is comfortable using
TaskKlock and is able to
generate valuable job cost and
payroll information.

Reduced startup hassles and
reduced training time.

You will speak with a
knowledgeable person who
helps you solve the problem.

The problem is resolved
quickly with minimal
frustration and gets employees
back to work. We use remote
computer access to fix your
problem and get you running.

Our high level of service allows
you to focus your energy on
more critical matters.

